Background of case:

Mr Christopher Everard is a British film director who has been making motion picture documentaries and TV shows since 1998.  Mr Everard produces, directs and sometimes appears in his own documentaries, TV Specials and TV shows.  Mr Everard has produced more than 300 TV shows which are broadcast on his own TV network which he established in 1999.  He is British with dual residency in France and the United Kingdom and also owns a corporate entity with offices in the United States.

Mr Everard has kept accurate accounts and sales records which clearly show that his business has been damaged by internet piracy.

Mr Everard's TV network is not free - thousands of subscribers from all over the world pay an annual fee to watch the content on his Enigma Channel network.  Mr Everard also sells the motion picture documentaries which he makes on Amazon USA, Amazon United Kingdom and has his own cyberstore, and digital film/TV studio with lighting engineers, sound technicians, secretaries, video graphics artists, animators, photographers, composers, presenters and many other people - including website engineers - on his payroll.

Mr Everard was the first person in the entire world to launch an Internet TV station.  It was called the Enigma Channel - and it has thousands of subscribers in more than 50 countries.  The Enigma Channel is very well known - and was actually exhibiting at a trade fair attended by Google executives in 2002.  By the time Google launched their own Google Video service, the Enigma Channel had been broadcasting for five years and had produced a hundred or more TV shows and full length documentaries.  

Everything was going well, until Google Inc. came up with a business model which goes something like this: "Let's put every film, TV show and Music Video Clip on the web, attract huge audiences because they no longer have to pay for the content, and sell advertising alongside it.  We can make up silly names and pretend that members of the public uploaded the content - and when we get asked to take the material down, we just change the URL of the infringing content - and keep the video clips stored on our servers - and keep copyright holders and legitimate TV network producers and film directors running around on a copyright Merry-go-round".

Today, that Merry-go-round comes to a grinding halt.


People's lives have been ruined by lay-offs - and Google Inc. have sought, in nearly every sector of their business, to disregard the international copyrights which protect the families and incomes of Creative People.

Creative people have families to feed - and they create their income by creating content such as great TV shows, documentaries and movies.

Mr Bill Gates, the boss of Microsoft wrote:

Why “Content is King”?
Content is what drives the web. The phrase can be interpreted to mean that without original and desirable content, any website is likely to fail through lack of appealing content, regardless of other design factors. No original quality content, no visitors.
Generally speaking, the more useful and interesting content a website offers, the more people will want to visit it, and the more successful the website will be. If a website is constantly adding more and more appealing content on a regular basis, such as articles, tutorials, news and so on, the web visitors will come to the site more often.
The lesson is simple - if you have lots of great TV shows and documentaries, then you will attract large audiences and thereby be able to attract advertisers.  That's why 'content is king'.


The Scam Begins...
In 2005, the Google Video service and later the YouTube video service were launched.  These are essentially Television style websites.  But Google and YouTube had no TV shows.  No content at all.

The first day of tranmissions on the YouTube website shows just a bunch of 'tagnames' - these are meant to be people who signed up for a YouTube account the very day that the website started. Mr Everard immediately noticed something strange - that the 'names' of the YouTube website members were the brand names - or trademarks - of popular companies, such as; VolksWagen, Indisit, Bosch etc.  It was very obvious that these were NOT real people - they were names made up by the YouTube staff so that someone searching for a Bosch product would find YouTube.  It is clear evidence that YouTube staff make up fake names and pretend that these are members of their website.

This is a very important point, as in this trial, YouTube and Google Inc will argue that it is their website members who upload and violate Mr Everard's films.

Mr Everard has written to Google Inc. clearly requesting and asking to be given the names, addresses and identities of the people which they say violated his copyrights.  Mr Everard's request was ignored and unanswered.


Ripped Off...
Almost immediately, within days of YouTube and Google Video launching, Mr Everard received emails alerting him that his films were being broadcast by Google Inc and their subsidiary YouTube.  

He then discovered that these unauthorised video clips, which had been modified to display the "Google Video" and "YouTube" logos were being syndicated to tens of thousands of other websites - people were downloading his films, then burning them on DVD and thousands of counterfeit copies of his films were being sold on auction websites such as EBAY - who linked their EBAY storefronts to the Google Video and YouTube servers - which then broadcast Mr Everard's content as an advertisement for the counterfeit versions sold on EBAY.  

Mr Everard's accountants have confirmed that there is a direct correlation between the illegal activity of Google Inc. and Mr Everard's financial losses.  Independent accountants have confirmed that Mr Everard's DVD sales business collapsed because of Google Video and YouTube making his films available for free.  Subscribers to his own TV network, which had been operating a full five years BEFORE Google Video and YouTube were ever started, fell away.  Advertisers were lost because they could see the unauthorised clips on YouTube had a bigger audience.  Within months, professionally sub-titled foreign language versions of Mr Everard's films were illegally being broadcast on the foreign Google sites - notably appearing within one day of the launch of one of Google's sites in Eastern Europe. 

In short, Mr Everard's content has been stolen.  His business was ruined.

Mr Everard requested in writing that a permanent ban/filter be implemented to prevent his films from being uploaded - but employees of YouTube (now a subsidiary of Google Inc.) refused to put such a ban in place. 

Mr Everard has since been regularly surveying and policing the situation, he has kept all his correspondence with Google Inc, has complied with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act and wishes the court to understand that further infringement has continued, to the present day, and that Google Inc employees have been in full knowledge of the abuse of Mr Everard's rights - but have done nothing at all to stop this tidal wave of piracy.

Of course, Google Inc. have been careful to avoid violating the copyrights of big corporations - such as Hollywood Film Studios - who can afford expensive legal teams.  Almost immediately, as soon as a film is placed on a Google server, it is removed - that is because ALL CONTENT, by Google Inc's own admission is both "manually and automatically" viewed prior to it being allowed on their servers.  

This has created a two-tier legal situation - with large Hollywood studios able to rely on their legal teams to stop Google Inc from violating their rights.  

Indepedent producers, however, do not have large teams of lawyers - and thus the Google Video and YouTube websites are drenched in content which has been made by independent producers who know neither the law nor have the financial resources to cnstantly send legal notices to Google.

Mr Everard, however, being a documentary film maker and having made films with legal subject matter knows copyright law.  


Google Inc. is a Known Copyright Violator...
Newspapers worldwide have reported that tens of thousands of music video clips have been broadcast and distributed by Google Inc without the songwriter's permission.  Google Video and YouTube have been criticised by Performing Rights Societies in London and Paris.  Google Inc. have been criticised and sometimes sued by many organisations and corporations, including the Motion Picture Association of America.  

Google prevented Mr Everard from using the title of one of his own films in a Google AdWords campaign - and attempted to 'auction' the right to use the title of Mr Everard's film on the open market.  This business practice has already cost Google more than $30,000,000 in damages, and it has set a precedent in French Law.  British Telecom, partly owned by Her Majesty, has launched a law suit which details that Google have violated their patents/copyrights.

And now, Mr Everard wants the damage inflicted on his business to be remedied.

But it is not just a question of money.  Mr Everard objects to his quality content being displayed alongside video clips of people in violent and nonsensical acts, video clips of people on the toilet, setting fire to tramps, video clips of mindless acts, pornography and, yes, as Mr Everard will show in court, YouTube clips of people being killed.  Mr Everard never made any of his films to be presented alongside such depraved and awful content.  

Mr Everard makes historical documentaries and detests the fact that Google Inc have broadcast his works alongside such low-budget, bad quality rubbish content. 
 

Google Invade Mr Everard's Privacy...
When Mr Everard wrote to complain about Google Inc. broadcasting and syndicating his films, his personal details were circulated to the copyright infringers themselves, who then published Character Assassination videos about Mr Everard on YouTube.  

When Mr Everard complained about these defamatory video clips, YouTube refused to remove these slanderous, hateful insults - and then began selling commercials for the latest Christmas Blockbuster by Steven Spielberg, Carnival Cruises, Sony Ericsson and many other Fortune 500 corporations alongside and over the top of Mr Everard's films which have attracted a huge audience to YouTube and Google Video.


How Many Violations Have There Been Against Mr Everard?
Mr Everard's motion picture documentaries are hugely popular - with millions upon millions of viewings - confirmed by Google Inc's own statistics.  

Mr Everard has discovered that prior to his films being illegally broadcast by Google Inc., that his DVD sales were sufficient to build his business, his income and the salaries of his staff.  

Now, usually within a few weeks of his film releases, Mr Everard is discovering unauthorised clips of his documentaries on YouTube and Google Video worldwide - and that internet piracy, sponsored by Google Inc. has created a worldwide crisis for families who work in the motion picture, radio, television and artistic industries.


Google Search...
Google rub salt into the wound by stealing Mr Everard's viewers and website traffic.  The Google Search Engine injects unauthorised video clips into search engine listings - often listing the unauthorised clips of his films on Google Video and YouTube way above his own official websites - thus this illegal content is being used to steal website visitors away from Mr Everard's own portals on the internet.  

Once lured onto YouTube or Google Video, viewers are presented with a downgraded, mutilated version of Mr Everard's films which are 'pre-loaded' with advertisements for rival TV networks and film makers - which further destroys Mr Everard's subscription-payment TV network business.


Do Google Know They Have Been Breaking The Law?
Yes.  Mr Everard has complained many times in writing, he has submitted DMCA complaints - and Google Inc. have failed to respect Mr Everard's rights.

This is a 'David & Goliath' case - Mr Everard has filed a lawsuit 
against Google Inc. who claim various figures for their annual turnover of approximately $18 billion dollars (U.S.) per year.  Mr Everard is an individual person, who wants Google Inc. to respect his copyrights and pay back for the enormous number of lost DVD sales, lost web site traffic, lost advertising revenue and lost sales in secondary markets - such as overseas DVD distribution - which has been stolen from him by Google Inc. and their subsidiary YouTube. 

All those concerned must remember that the LAW is on Mr Everard's side - and that Google Inc and their subsidiary, YouTube, have had plenty of written notifications - which have been ignored - and, as Mr Everard's dossier of evidence shows, Google Inc have even circumvented the Digital Millennium Copyright Act so that their feeding frenzy on the content of independent producers and film makers can continue.

Mr Everard has never broken any law.  

His content is his own property - and his actual name is considered a 'natural trademark' as his name is associated with quality documentary films.  Even just listing his name, and the names of his films should be done with his permission - that's the law.

Google Inc have commonly argued technicalities and attempted to exploit loopholes in copyright laws.  Mr Everard, on the other hand, has the law of Her Majesty, the European Member States, Berne Convention and Digital Millennium Copyright Act - and the TRUTH - as his ally.


Mr Everard, like all citizens has 'moral' and 'exclusive' rights under law.  So, here follows an assertion of Mr Everard's rights:
I, Christopher Everard, resident at La Bennague, 34450, Vias, France, do hereby assert my Moral Rights and actual rights on the copyrighted works (see list of titles), in accordance with the provisions of The Berne Union and Sections 77, 80(1), 80(2) and 86 of the United Kingdom Copyrights, Designs and Patents Act 1988.  

This assertion has been communicated to Google Incorporated in writing on many occasions by way of DMCA Complaints Submissions and written letters asserting Mr Everard's ownership of his motion pictures since 2006. 

To date, Google Incorporated and it's subsidiary, YouTube, have failed to acknowledge Mr Everard as the rightful owner of said works and have failed to restrict the trafficking of his motion pictures.

CASE BACKGROUND:
Since 2006, Google and YouTube executives have been receiving written requests from Mr Everard to ban the trafficking of his copyrighted motion pictures by the use of a simple textural filter.

For example, Google could easily take the titles of Mr Everard's films from his many written letters and use these titles in their search engine so that whenever someone uploads one of Mr Everard's film titles, the system would flag the user, ban them from using the service and Mr Everard would be protected.

In fact, this is how YouTube stop pornography from being uploaded on their servers.  They employ a man known as the 'porn guy'.

Google Inc admit that every uploaded clip is watched - and therefore they must have seen hundreds, if not thousands, of clips of Mr Everard's films - and yet they fail to ban his copyrighted films and fail to acknowledge his requests for them to do so.

Google's own Terms tell their website members that it is illegal to upload copyrighted material without the copyright holder's permission.

The court must ask themselves a very simple question:  If YouTube successfully ban the uploading of Hollywood Films and Pornography, then why can't they ban the uploading of Mr Everard's films?

Another good question is - why do Google Terms & Conditions say that they disallow users of their websites to traffic copyright materials, when it is obvious that Google have done nothing to stop the illegal copying and uploading of Mr Everard's films? In fact, Google Video and YouTube are full to the brim with copyrighted music, TV shows, sporting events, cartoons and, of course, documentaries such as Mr Everard makes.  

Mr Everard objects to his films being presented on a tiny screen, with the audio and video mutilated, adverts plastered over his films, his work being cut into bite-size chunks, re-ordered and having 'watermarks' promoting Google Video and YouTube placed over his films.  

Mr Everard has never ever uploaded anything to YouTube or any other video sharing website.  


Everyone Watches YouTube - Why Is It A Problem?
He objects to his documentaries being presented in YouTube 'PlayLists' alongside clips of people doing dangerous things, soft-core pornography and video clips of people being killed - all of which Mr Everard abhors - and has found on YouTube.

Mr Everard's letters to Google Inc. have often been ignored.  

Google refused Mr Everard membership of their pay-to-view scheme.  If this had been allowed, then Mr Everard would have been able to digitise high quality clips of his films himself and would have earned money from showing really good quality versions of his films on Google Video.

But, no.

Google realised that it was more profitable to ignore Mr Everard and steal his content.

Google Inc have enough money to invest in really high quality playback of video clips over the internet.  This technology has been available for years.  Google have had several opportunities to contact Mr Everard and invite him to broadcast really high quality versions of his films on YouTube and Google Video.

Instead, Google and YouTube have squashed the illegally uploaded clips into a tiny viewing screen, mutilated the soundtrack, allowed anonymous idiots to claim they made Mr Everard's films and have altogether done this to make a fast buck - by further distorting and mutilating Mr Everard's films with the addition of annoying pop-up advertisements and stupid 'comments'.
The mutilation and distortion of the clips was done in order to make a fast buck - at Mr Everard's expense.

Mr Everard applied formally to join the YouTube Content ID Program and was awarded a membership number.  However, no one ever offered assistance or contacted him - even though several YouTube staff were fully aware that he had asked for his films to be banned from the Google server network.

Mr Everard is the sole copyright owner of his motion picture documentaries - and is aggrieved that they have been presented with parts deleted, re-ordered and with the video and audio quality badly damaged in the process, presenting, as a result, his feature-length motion picture documentaries in a derogatory way which is harmful to his reputation as a British film director.  

Mr Everard's films have been falsely attributed to members of YouTube and Google's website members.  Millions of people have viewed these unauthorised, mutilated broadcasts of Mr Everard's films - for free - and this has caused Mr Everard to lose lucrative DVD distribution contracts in several overseas markets.  


Google Inc Have Been Under Notice of Copyright Infringement Since 2006:
Despite being sent numerous complaints in writing from 2006 onwards, Google Inc. and their subsidiary, YouTube, continued to allow website members to upload Mr Everard's films and allowed secondary infringement by allowing anonymous persons worldwide to 'share' or syndicate Mr Everard's films using the 'embed' feature provided by Google employees.  

Mr Everard complied with DMCA notification protocol several times - the most recent bout of takedowns resulted in an almost 100% re-upload rate - with virtually all the infringing clips, in their original form, with identical titles, and identical duration/running times being reinstated within weeks. Sometimes within days.  

Mr Everard employed staff and lost a great deal of his own effort and expense policing the vast network of servers owned by Google Inc and YouTube.  No help is given to copyright holders.  It is the copyright holder's responsibility to detect violations of his work.  And this Mr Everard has done - for years.  And when he finally submits a complaint under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, Google Inc fail to remove the video clips.  The exact same clips re-appear - slightly renamed.  And so, Mr Everard's efforts have been thwarted by the dishonesty of Google Inc who allow multiple, repeated violations of Mr Everard's work.

Legislation in Her Majesty's United Kingdom and European Union obligates Google and the subsidiary YouTube to prevent further infringements.  

Google Incorporated have ignored Mr Everard's assertions of copyright ownership (allowing multiple anonymous persons to claim copyright of Mr Everard's films) and subsequently Mr Everard has experienced a great deal of emotional stress and financial loss, seeing Google Inc. profit by way of adverts placed alongside his films, 'pre-loaded onto his films, and also inserted into his films - this kind of re-commercilisation of unauthorised content is strictly forbidden under laws in both Britain and the USA.  


Death Threats
YouTube executives urged Mr Everard to make direct contact with their website members in order to request they respect his copyrights - as a result, Death Threats have been received via the YouTube messaging service.  

Consequently, Mr Everard has been the subject of 'Character Assassination' videos broadcast globally by YouTube website members who were furnished with his personal details by Google Inc employees.  

In April 2011, Mr Everard formally complained via the YouTube Complaints facility that defamatory, slanderous material had been published by YouTube and Google Video website members. YouTube failed to takedown defamatory material on their website, and refused to remove Mr Everard's home address and telephone number.  Consequently, Mr Everard is providing copies of previous correspondence and is activating lawsuits in order to recover his personal reputation, his loss of DVD retail sales, a share of the illicitly earned advertising revenue and damages for being subjected to death threats as a consequence of advice given by Google Inc. employees.


Current laws applicable in this case;
Mr Everard is a British citizen, he is resident in France, and has residency and protection under both French and UK law, Mr Everard operates a corporate entity in the United States.

As such, Mr Everard's rights are protected by the signatories of the BERNE CONVENTION which allows him full protection in the jurisdiction of the USA, by invoking regulations and laws of Her Majesty's United Kingdom and European Parliament.

The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works was agreed on September 9th, 1886, and completed in PARIS on May 4, 1896.  One hundred and two years later, the United States government joined the Berne Convention - and thus, foreign copyright owners in the United States, have full protection under the law - as if they were at home in their own countries.

Article 5 of the Berne Convention allows Mr Everard's motion pictures to be protected under British & EU member state laws within the borders of the United States.  These rights are guaranteed:

Article 5 of the Berne Convention - Rights Guaranteed: 1. and 2. Outside the country of origin; 3. In the country of origin; 4. “Country of origin”

(1) Authors shall enjoy, in respect of works for which they are protected under this Convention, in countries of the Union other than the country of origin, the rights which their respective laws do now or may hereafter grant to their nationals, as well as the rights specially granted by this Convention.
(2) The enjoyment and the exercise of these rights shall not be subject to any formality; such enjoyment and such exercise shall be independent of the existence of protection in the country of origin of the work. Consequently, apart from the provisions of this Convention, the extent of protection, as well as the means of redress afforded to the author to protect his rights, shall be governed exclusively by the laws of the country where protection is claimed.
(3) Protection in the country of origin is governed by domestic law. However, when the author is not a national of the country of origin of the work for which he is protected under this Convention, he shall enjoy in that country the same rights as national authors.



This means that Mr Everard can sue Google in the United States and use the laws of Her Majesty's United Kingdom to invoke a ruling by a U.S. judge in order to a/. seize equipment from Google offices, or b/. serve an injunction to forbid Google Inc. from continuing to avoid copyright law and/or c/. force Google Inc. to pay Mr Everard for all his losses which are due to Google Inc.'s flouting of the law.

Harmonisation of Internet Piracy Laws:
Worldwide, a general consensus has arisen regarding the liability of Website providers and 'intermediaries' such as Google Video and YouTube.  

The U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act and OECD European Union Directive Laws and the Laws of Her Majesty's United Kingdom generally state; 

Once an intermediary, such as Google Inc. / YouTube, has been notified of violations of copyright by the rightful copyright owner, the intermediary must act EXPEDITIOUSLY (ie: typically within 2 days) to remove the material.  Signatory countries to the Berne Convention have now appended this legislation which includes an obligation on the service provider, such as Google Inc. and YouTube to prevent further infringement.

The UK Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988, and other Acts of Parliament have been bolstered by new police powers which allow seizure of materials which are used for infringing activities if there is adequate evidence that further infringement will take place - this act of seizure can be enacted BEFORE COURT PROCEEDINGS COMMENCE.  

Mr Everard is at liberty to assert this right and search the UK premises of Google Inc., as his rights have been infringed in Britain and, indeed, worldwide.  He is also at liberty to seek warrants for the search of Google premises in th United States.

NOTE:  The Hague and Lugano Conventions also allow all copyright owners from the European Member States and copyright owners who are citizens of territories who are signatories to the BERNE CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT to assert their rights and be protected by EUROPEAN LAW even in cases where infringement has taken place within the USA.


Google Inc. Have Stored Thousands of Clips of Mr Everard's Films on their Computer Servers for Many Years:

An important regulation exists in all member states of the European Union which states that;

 "It is illegal to store/cache on servers for long periods of time material which is owned by a copyright owner who has notified the intermediary (in this case Google Inc./YouTube) that infringing clips of video are being carried/transmitted/stored on their servers".  

This regulation has been violated by Google Inc. who have stored video clips of Mr Everard's films on their servers for many years - and this has been carefully documented, including the identification number of server racks owned and operated by Google Inc.

Why have Google Inc. refused to completely erase video clips of Mr Everard's films from their servers?  Why are Google storing Mr Everard's clips for years at a time?  

Because Mr Everard's films are hugely popular and Google sell advertisements alongside them.  That is why Google, with clear intent, have failed to act on Mr Everard's many letters - because they want to make millions of dollars selling advertising to an audience which is, in part, attracted to their websites by Mr Everard's popular films.

There are five EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS given to Mr Everard by the law.  He has the exclusive right;

To reproduce the work in copies or phonorecords;
To prepare derivative works based upon the work;
To distribute copies or phonorecords of the work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending;
To publicly perform the work, in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and motion pictures and other audiovisual works, and sound recordings by means of digital audio transmission;
To publicly display the work, in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and pictorial, graphic, or sculptural works, including the individual images of a motion picture or other audiovisual work.[21]
A violation of any of the exclusive rights of the copyright holder is said to be a copyright infringement.
U.S. Law does not give any right to Google, in fact, there is no law in any country which allows a company like Google to profit from someone else's copyrighted films.

The word 'exclusive' means that ONLY Mr Everard has these rights.  Google cannot claim to have ANY right over Mr Everard's films.

Therefore, according to the fifth exclusive right listed above, to publicly display a copyrighted work, within the United States and across international boundaries, without Mr Everard's approval, is a violation.  

And that is exactly what Google Inc. have done.  They have allowed the display and exhibition and syndication and mutilation of Mr Everard's films worldwide since 2005.  Why?  To make a buck.

Google and their subsidiary, YouTube, respect the rights of big Hollywood studios and companies with big legal teams.  However, they brazenly display, without permission, the works of Mr Everard and independent producers - and thus violate the law, hoping to use loopholes and technicalities and jargon in the courts to get themselves off the hook.

Google Inc have been running a gamble; they hoped that no small independent producer would have the money, nor the time, nor knowledge of the law to sue them.



It is the duty of the judge and jury to make sure today that this 'gamble' does not pay off.

The Google Gamble has lost millions of creative people their jobs and income.  People with oscars are unemployed.  Their entire life's work is illegally made available on YouTube - and the DMCA complaints they send Google result in the clips being re-uploaded within days.

This case is not just about Mr Everard, who is a British film director, it is about all film directors, all photographers, all sculptors, graphic designers, artists, painters, sound technicians, composers, songwriters, choreographers, cinematographers, typographers...  this is a case which will show that no matter how big a corporation gets, they cannot steal the intellectual copyright from the People.  Not least without a fight.


What is that " © " Symbol?  What does it mean?
Prior to 1989, use of a copyright notice or symbol (©, the letter C inside a circle), the abbreviation "Copr.", or the word "Copyright", followed by the year of the first publication of the work was necessary.  Now it is not.  You don't need to use the © symbol.  

All Mr Everard's films show the © copyright symbol and his name and the date when his films were made.  In fact, Google have been broadcasting clips which clearly show Mr Everard's copyright symbol.  Google have received many letters from Mr Everard and Digital Millennium Copyright notifications which confirm he is the rightful owner.

Law in the United States says, very simply, that if Google display, exhibit, distribute, share or sell any of Mr Everard's films which have the © symbol, then Google are liable to pay Mr Everard compensation.

In 1989, the U.S. enacted the Berne Convention Implementation Act, amending the 1976 Copyright Act to conform to most of the provisions of the Berne Convention. As a result, the use of copyright notices has become optional to claim copyright, because the Berne Convention makes copyright automatic.

Under United States law, Google Inc. cannot claim to be 'innocently' infringing, as they received many written warnings and letters from Mr Everard, which carefully detailed the exact URLs where infringing clips of his works were displayed on the international network of computer servers owned and operated by Google Inc.

Google Inc. cannot claim any protection from the law, as it is obvious that a corporation such as Google Inc. should know their obligations in a law-abiding country.  It is very obvious that Google do indeed know they have violated Mr Everard's rights, as their Copyright Attorney is a Mr William Patry who used to work for the House of Representatives.

Registration of Copyright...
Every time Mr Everard takes a photograph, composes music, writes a book, or publishes an article, the copyright in what he has created is 'fixed' in his name.  That's the law. The law does not require any citizen of any of the Berne Convention signee members to register their copyrights.

However, Mr Everard was advised in 2008 to register some of his films in the United States, as it is customary to do so if a lawsuit is likely.

Mr Everard has discovered and documented and reported to the US Library of Congress copyright office that on some occasions there has been tampering with his online account at the Copyright Registration office.  On two occasions, Mr Everard's password failed to be recognised.  Mr Everard eventually used the US mail rather than the internet to register his films.

Shortly after Mr Everard succesfully registered his films with the US Copyright Office, as if someone had told Google Inc. what Mr Everard was doing, Mr Everard's password was nullified yet again and Google Video and YouTube set the Viewer Counter under the clips of Mr Everard's films back to zero.  Clips which had attracted millions of viewings were now showing just a few hundred.

It was almost as if someone in the Register of Copyrights had tipped off Google so that they could cover their tracks.

Google's Senior Copyright Lawyer is Mr. William Patry, who was formerly a Policy Planning Advisor to the Register of Copyrights at the U.S. Copyright Office.  I look forward to cross examining him and asking him about my account at the Registrar.


What is FAIR USE?
To protect the freedom of speech in the United States, individuals may make small portions of books, magazines and films available for educational purposes.  The FAIR USE guidelines are primarily for teachers, so that they can freely use interesting portions of books as photocopied notes for their students.  FAIR USE is NO PROTECTION whatsoever for corporations who steal and display content and refuse to act even when in notification that they have violated a person's copyrights.

The law of the United States says that in determining whether the use of Mr Everard's films is a fair use, the factors to be considered shall include—

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;

Google Inc. and YouTube violate this first Fair Use criteria - as they sell advertising alongside clips of Mr Everard's films and store clips of his film on their servers in order to syndicate to other websites who also sell and display adverts alongside Mr Everard's films.

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

This refers to whether Mr Everard's films are copywritable - and they are - under the terms of the modern ammendments to the Berne Convention, documentary films and motion pictures are protected - and therefore the nature of the work is 'intellectual property' owned by Mr Everard.

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and

Under general Fair Use in universities, it is thought imprudent to make copies of more than 10 minutes of copyrighted films.  It is a generally accepted principle that broadcasters will not use more than 10 minutes of a full length film without arranging to pay a fee or seek permission.  Now you know why there has been a TEN MINUTE limit on the length of YouTube clips.  However, in recent times, Google Inc have become a more arrogant corporation and have hired a former copyright attorney from the House of Representatives.  In doing so, they now illegally broadcast full length versions of Mr Everard's films which is in total violation of the Fair Use guidelines. The YouTube 'PLAYLIST' facility, provided by Google Inc allows ten minute clips of Mr Everard's films to be played in one sitting - many of the clips of Mr Everard's films have been labelled out or order, with parts missing, the total viewing experience is again a violation of the Fair Use principles, and also, at the same time adds to the mutilation and distortion of Mr Everard's historical documentaries.

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.

The last guideline in Fair Use asks if Mr Everard's market share would be damaged by the distribution of Fair Use copies.  This, in principle, is why the copyright laws worldwide exist - copyright protects incomes for families.  And U.S. law forbids people to claim Fair Use when the infringing act resulted in damaging the market of the original copyright holder.

In summary: YouTube have implemented a sneaky 'get around' of the Fair Use 'ten minute' guideline - but have recently thrown this aside and have, like Google Video, violated Mr Everard's copyrights, and broken the Fair Use guidelines, by making full length versions of his films available on their servers.


The UNITED STATES CODE TITLE 17. COPYRIGHTS LAW
This is another law which also protects Mr Everard - and it is clear, yet again, that Google Inc have ignored the law.

The law states that Mr Everard's name must be correctly attributed to his films.  Google Inc. have allowed hundreds of anonymous people to claim that they created his films - and these bogus claims are called 'false attributions' under the United States law.

Under section 106A. The United States law respects Mr Everard's rights to be solely associated with his own works, and has an unchallengeable right to claim ownership.  Mr Everard also has the right to object if Google Inc allow the use of his name on works which he did not produce - and this is exactly what Google Inc have done.  Google Inc and YouTube have both intentionally mutilated clips of Mr Everard's films by placing their corporate logos over the top of Mr Everard's films.  Google Inc have also distorted the picture, the audio and also distorted the form of Mr Everard's films.  Google Inc cannot claim to be innocent in this regard - as there are NO ACCOUNT HOLDERS associatd with the illegally uploaded clips of Mr Everard's films on the Google Video service.  It is therefore apparent that these clips have been placed there, without permission, by Google employees.



TITLE 17 Law states that Mr Everard;
(2) shall have the right to prevent the use of his or her name as the author of the work of visual art in the event of a distortion, mutilation, or other modification of the work which would be prejudicial to his or her honor or reputation; and 
(3) subject to the limitations set forth in section 113(d), shall have the right-- 
(A) to prevent any intentional distortion, mutilation, or other modification of that work which would be prejudicial to his or her honor or reputation, and any intentional distortion, mutilation, or modification of that work is a violation of that right, and 
(B) to prevent any destruction of a work of recognized stature, and any intentional or grossly negligent destruction of that work is a violation of that right.

In summary, United States law upholds Mr Everard's MORAL RIGHTS.  This means that Mr Everard can object to his films being displayed in a tiny box on a computer screen, he can object to his name being associated with distorted, mutilated versions of his films, he can object to his films being used as advertising vehicles, he can also object to his films being sliced into bite size chunks and then re-ordered and shuffled around.  Mr Everard is protected under U.S. law when it comes to the unauthorised distribution of his work too - and that includes when a URL of a clip of one of his films is distributed by Google Inc and YouTube website members and appears on another website.

With this last example, Mr Everard is protected within the United States by the Berne Convention and the laws of his home country - which are enforceable in U.S. courts.

 Section § 501. of the U.S. Title 17 law clearly defines infringement of copyright

It states: That " Anyone who violates any of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner as provided by sections 106 through 122 or of the author as provided in section 106A (a), or who imports copies or phonorecords into the United States in violation of section 602, is an infringer of the copyright or right of the author"

Mr Everard's exclusive rights are fully protected in U.S. law - and he, as the legal or beneficial owner of his films can "institute an action for any infringement of that particular right committed while he or she is the owner of it".

The Google Video and YouTube websites are like television on the internet - and Mr Everard's rights are protected on the internet - the same as if Google were to use television transmitters to display his work.  The law states:

(c) For any secondary transmission by a cable system that embodies a performance or a display of a work which is actionable as an act of infringement under subsection (c) of section 111, a television broadcast station holding a copyright or other license to transmit or perform the same version of that work shall, for purposes of subsection (b) of this section, be treated as a legal or beneficial owner if such secondary transmission occurs within the local service area of that television station.

(d) For any secondary transmission by a cable system that is actionable as an act of infringement pursuant to section 111 (c)(3), the following shall also have standing to sue:

(i) the primary transmitter whose transmission has been altered by the cable system; and

(ii) any broadcast station within whose local service area the secondary transmission occurs.

U.S. law protects Mr Everard and upholds his rights as if he were in Her Majesty's United Kingdom - even when he stands before a court in the United States.


Injunctions:
U.S. law enables Mr Everard to seize and capture any equipment used for the unauthorised display and transmission of his work.  Under law, Mr Everard is allowed to enter the office of Google Inc, serve an injunction to stop their illegal activity and U.S. law also provides Mr Everard with an option of seizing any equipment deemed to have been used to violate his rights or equipment which may, in the future, be used to infringe his copyrights.
U.S. law states;  "Both temporary and permanent injunctions are available to prevent or restrain infringement of a copyright."
Mr Everard may issue a seizure order and at any time during this lawsuit, the court may order the impoundment of any and all copies of the infringing products and/or the computer servers used by Google to violate Mr Everard's rights. The seizure order may include materials used to produce such copies, such as master tapes, film negatives, printing plates, etc. Items that are impounded during the course of the lawsuit can, if the plaintiff wins, be ordered destroyed as part of the final decree.
U.S. Law Also Allows Mr Everard to Demand Payment from Google Inc.
Mr Everard, under U.S. and international law, is at liberty to seek repayment for the losses he has suffered.  These are called 'damages'.  Injunctions and damages are not mutually exclusive. One can have injunctions and no damages, or damages and no injunctions, or both injunctions and damages. There are two types of damages: actual damages and profits, or statutory damages.
United States law permits both equitable (injunction) and monetary damages. The copyright owner may recover the profits he or she would have earned absent the infringement(actual damages) and any profits the infringer might have made as a result of the infringement but that are not already considered in calculating actual damages.


PREVIOUS CORRESPONDENCE Has Often Been IGNORED by GOOGLE:

Example: 
LEGAL NOTICE to GOOGLE - sent February 8th 2009:
To: David Drummond, Google Incorporated Headquarters, USA.

Re: Notice of Copyright Infringement of copyrighted motion pictures wholly owned by Mr C Everard who, by this letter, and in accordance with the Electronic Commerce (EC Directive) Regulations 2002, and the Copyright Patents & Designs Act of 1988 (which carries a five year prison sentence for copyright violation), does hereby inform Google Incorporated and it's subsidiary YouTube that financial loss has been suffered by Mr Everard due to the unbridled trafficking of video clips of Mr Everard's popular motion pictures on the Google Video and YouTube websites:



- This communication was accompanied by a dossier of infringing material, screen photos and URLs of where the specific infringing content was discovered. This correspondence was ignored and unacknowledged by Google Inc.

----




LAWSUIT:

Christopher Everard
Vs.
Google Incorporated and YouTube (subsidiary of Google Inc.)


Let it be known to the court, that Google Incorporated publish an information page which admits that Google executives view both manually and automatically all video clips which are uploaded onto the Google Video/YouTube web sites, and that therefore Google incorporated have knowingly allowed violation of Mr Everard's copyrighted motion pictures.  

This statement is published by Google Inc on their Corporate Information website.  This statement means that Google can never claim to 'know nothing' about Mr Everard's films being illegally trafficked around Google's international network of computer servers and websites. 

In addition to hosting and storing and displaying Mr Everard's films without a license, Google Inc allow third party websites such as Truveo, Bing, VodPod, Disclose TV, DailyMotion, ConciousnessTV / worldtruthtv, Esoteric Tube and many, many others to 'embed' the URLs to Mr Everard's films into their websites - it's like a giant pyramid - Mr Everard is supplying, against his wishes the 'foundation stone' - which is the content.  Above him on this pyramid there is Google Video and all their other partner websites selling advertising over the top of Mr Everard's films and making billions of dollars.  The law says that these websites - known as 'intermediaries' can claim innocence if they can prove that the clips were uploaded by a member of the public.  

Okay.  Where is the list of names and addresses, telephone numbers and bank details of these people who violate Mr Everard's rights on a daily basis?  

Have Google kept a dossier of everyone who has claimed to own the copyright of Mr Everard's films when they illegally upload them to Google's servers?  And what about when the same clips appear on Truveo, AOL, Disclose TV and Daily Motion?  Do any of these websites say, hey, Mr Google, please send over to us the member's details who claims to own the copyright on these clips?  It's a scam.  A sham.  And, this has to be stopped before millions more Creative People lose their homes and income.  If these secondary websites do not know the identity of the person who is supposed to have uploaded the clips, then how can they claim to be 'innocent' infringers, or mere 'conduits' of information.

Google & YouTube are rich because the independent producers have been made poor and cheated out their money. 

Google Inc. have argued in cases before, that it is not they who are to blame - but the blame must rest on the members of their websites - who upload Mr Everard's films, and, also translate his films and provide professionally made sub-titles.  This argument does not hold any legal merit - as it is obvious that the Google Video website does not display the name of any website member responsible for uploading Mr Everard's films.  Clips of Mr Everard's films miraculously appear on Google Inc servers, and sit there for many years, with the URL links to these video clips being syndicated and embedded in tens of thousands of other websites - which all feed money into Google Inc's advertising revenue.  The clips remain there, in contravention of the law - even after Mr Everard has submitted complaints.




Mr Everard alleges that Google executives, or agents thereof, have been systematically violating his copyrighted motion pictures, in order to massively profit from selling advertising alongside Mr Everard's films.

A dossier of past correspondence proves that Mr Everard has successfully submitted several written complaint notifications to Google Inc. and it's subsidiary YOUTUBE.  However, Mr Everard's many communications requesting that Google Incorporated/YouTube cease and desist by way of a permanent ban/filter being placed on the trademarks and copyrighted titles of motion pictures owned by Mr Everard, have all but been ignored by Google Incorporated staff.

Instead, Google Incorporated have designed syndication software which, even though Google Inc. were in full knowledge of Mr Everard's requests to restrict the trafficking of infringing video clips of his motion pictures, actually further facilitated the syndication of Mr Everard's copyrighted motion pictures and television programmes to third parties such as DailyMotion, MySpaceTV and FaceBook.

The following evidence also proves that Google Incorporated, via their subsidiary YOUTUBE, and their affiliation with the French website known as DAILY MOTION, have been selling advertising space alongside Mr Everard's tremendously popular films, and sharing the proceeds of advertising revenue without first obtaining a broadcast rights permit, nor informing Mr Everard that advertisers from Fortune 500 corporations have been actively sold advertising space alongside Mr Everard's copyrighted works.

Mutilation and re-versioning of Mr Everard's motion picture documentaries have taken place, in which TV Commercials have been INSERTED into and Superimposed on Mr Everard's films, and Google Inc. have profited greatly from this unauthorised re-commercialisation of Mr Everard's copyrighted works.

As a result, the evidence prepared for court proves that Mr Everard's capacity to sustain his motion picture production and TV network and DVD sales businesses has been gravely damaged by the blatant online piracy of his copyrighted works by Google Incorporated.

SECONDARY INFRINGEMENT has also been the result of Google Inc's negligence.  Mr Everard's films have been downloaded from Google portals without his permission by a multitude of people worldwide, who have then counterfeited and sold on EBAY the YOUTUBE and Google Video versions of his copyrighted works.  This is a worldwide situation, that now affords Mr Everard nearly all his time and money, policing websites which have 'shared' his copyrighted works without permission courtesy of the Google proprietary share/syndication software.

DVD sales of Mr Everard's works have fallen dramatically since Google Incorporated broadcast his films without permission and ignored Mr Everard's requests to cease and desist from doing so.

Mr Everard's films are tremendously popular, and the evidence gathered  reveals that Mr Everard's copyrighted works have attracted millions of people to view his films on YOU TUBE and Google Video - these audience figures are confirmed in part by Google Incorporated themselves and indeed confirmed by YouTube website members.

Mr Everard has prepared a dossier of evidence, containing:

• An introduction to the parties involved 

• A dossier of correspondence proving Mr Everard upheld his obligations to assert his ownership of his copyrighted works in writing since 2005

•  Proof that Google Incorporated and it's subsidiary YouTube ignored Mr Everard's many written requests to place a ban on all video clips which infringe Mr Everard's copyrights and trademarks.

•  Circumstantial evidence which suggests that the translation and sub-titling of Mr Everard's motion pictures, as broadcast on Google Video and YouTube, has been professionally executed and managed for the sole intent of selling advertising space alongside video clips of Mr Everard's films to foreign websites affiliated to, and sharing proceeds thereof with Google Incorporated.
 
• Photos of website screens which prove wholesale violation of Mr Everard's films and TV shows

• Photos of website screens which violate Mr Everard's good character and represent a verbose invasion of his privacy

• Expert witness profiles

• Letters of support for Mr Everard 's good character



Google Video Do Not Display the Name of Infringers:
The Google Video and YouTube websites allow their members to upload and syndicate video clips using anonymous members names.  However, Google Video have stopped publishing the names of their member's accounts - and this suggests that the content is placed on their servers by Google employees. Mr Everard will present in court screen photographs of the Google Video service broadcasting his films from 2008, 2009 and 2011 - and not one of these unauthorised video clips is attributed to a member of the public, nor Google website member.  

Google Incorporated and YouTube seek to promote an image of their websites being mere 'conduits' or 'intermediaries', in which trafficking of infringing video material is perpetrated by the anonymous members of the Google Video and/or YouTube web sites.  However, evidence has been gathered and shall be presented in court which proves that Google Incoprotaed and it's subsidiary YouTube have knowingly modified Mr Everard's copyrighted material by way of the addition of a watermark that promotes and advertises the Google Video and YouTube web sites.  The modification is in direct violation of the UK Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988, as the modification has been implemented in order to make 'gain' from the modified content.  


Certain infringing video clips of Mr Everard's films found on the Google Video website have no obvious member name attached to them and, as such, Mr Everard is bringing this case to Google Incorporated and holding Google executives accountable for designing and promoting web sites which have obviously incited and facilitated the wholesale, brazen trafficking of his copyrighted works - and mutilated them in the process. 

Google Alerts:
Since 2009, Mr Everard has gathered evidence in the form of hundreds of emails sent out directly from the main Google computer which advertises the unauthorised broadcasts of Mr Everard's copyrighted motion pictures - these emails have been created by Google executives and feature still images stolen from Mr Everard's motion pictures - which have then been distributed worldwide in order to advertise Google Video, YouTube and the many video sharing websites affiliated to Google Incorporated who have shared in the income of advertisements displayed alongside Mr Everard's immensely popular films.   

1. Re-versioning, Re-editing & Mutilation of Copyrighted Works (ie: the cutting up of a feature length motion picture into bitesize chunks and squeezing the unlicensed content into a tiny box on a computer screen, pixelating the picture, dulling the finesse of the sound and resulting in deleted parts and parts which are re-ordered with detriment to Mr Everard's reputation as a professional film producer and film director): 


Article 6bis of the BERNE CONVENTION - Moral Rights states: (1) Independently of the author's economic rights, and even after the transfer of the said rights, the author shall have the right to claim authorship of the work and to object to any distortion, mutilation or other modification of, or other derogatory action in relation to, the said work, which would be prejudicial to his honor or reputation.
Mr Everard therefore claims damages from Google Incorporated, YouTube and/or it's agents as a consequence of the derogatory treatment Mr Everard's films have received.  

Mr Everard asserts that his copyrighted works have been partly or wholly adapted, distorted, reversioned, re-edited and mutilated and subsequently broadcast without permission on the Google Video and YouTube web sites.  

This mutilation is partly attributable to Google Video and YouTube web site members but also partly attributable to Google Incorporated themselves, who have allowed Mr Everard's motion pictures designed to be viewed on high quality DVD and/or cinema screens to be squeezed into a tiny box and illegally broadcast with sub standard audio & video worldwide.

Further manipulation and unauthorised modification has taken place, which includes the insertion or 'pre-loading' of TV Commercials within Mr Everard's films.

Through his Moral Rights, actual rights, the right of 'paternity' and the right of 'integrity', Mr Everard now seeks compensation due to his copyrighted works being represented by Google Incorporated and it's subsidiary You Tube in a manner which is prejudicial and detrimental to the honour and reputation of Mr Christopher Everard. This mutilation was done with clear intent to PROFIT from Mr Everard's hard work and the undoubted popularity of his motion picture documentaries.

2. Right of Paternity Notice:
Mr Everard is hereby providing a written assertion of his Right of Patrernity. 

3. Injunction:
As a copyright owner whose rights have been infringed, and whose works have been mutilated, Mr Everard seeks to impose an Injunction on Google Incorporated and it's subsidiary YouTube in order to prevent further breaches of Mr Everard's copyrights.  Mr Everard will invoke subpoenas in order to seize data and information which reveals the identity of Google Inc. and YouTube website members who have infringed Mr Everard's rights.

Evidence Prepared for Court:
Mr Everard has compiled a dossier of evidence as a PDF document containing past correspondence with Google & YouTube, and articles of evidence regarding multiple copyright infringement.

Mr Everard has kept on file the letters replying to his complaints lodged from 2005 onwards.  It is apparent from the replies from Google Inc employees that executives working for the Google Video Team and YouTube and their agents were in full knowledge that thousands of video clips of Mr Everard's films were being repeatedly uploaded onto the computer servers operated by Google Inc. and subsequently broadcast and shared/syndicated by a person and persons unknown with anonymous memberships of the Google Video and YouTube video sharing web sites.

Google Inc. and their subsidiary did act to delete many video clips which Mr Everard complained about - and on-line screens confirming the takedown clearly indicate that Google Inc. were in full knowledge of Mr Everard's complaints.  

However, evidence gathered in those years since prove that Google Inc. are negligent in allowing repeated copyright infringement of Mr Everard's motion pictures even though both Google and YouTube employees had received written requests to restrict their members from violating Mr Everard's copyrights.  

Liabilty in this case is therefore accorded to Google Incorporated under the terms of the DMCA 'Safe Harbor' and EU OECD Directives - see article of evidence presented in PDF dossier.

United Kingdom Law & Regulations Regarding Transmission of Copyrighted Works on the Internet:
Under British and European Law, infringers fall into three main categories; originators of material, recipients of it, and network operators (such as search engines) who provide software or web site facilities for making copies (either as hardware copies or as a software/re-transmission of the content using a 'SHARE' button).

European and British law is clear on this matter; when Google and YouTube  transmit infringing material via the internet, by the act of transmission, this is infringing copyright under English Law and the law of all the European nations.  

Her Majesty's law states;  

The originator may also infringe if he or she is regarded as 'broadcasting' the material.  The act of sending a packet of data, or a message, or a video clip containing infringing material in the knowledge that it may be copied or shared or syndicated along the way constitutes infringement of copyright by way of transmission in all EEC states and in the United Kingdom.

"Merely by making material available on his or her computer to be browsed or shared or copied by means of an instruction by any other computer to send the material to it (for example via the world wide web or file transfer protocol)".  

That's the law.  And it is a protection which Mr Everard can use to sue Google in the United States.  Yes, British law executed and upheld inside an American court.  That is what the Berne Convention provides for all the copyright holders in all the member states who signed the Convention.


Embedding:
The spreading of unlicensed copyright material by way of embed links is also violating the law.

Recipients - that is, the members who view infringing material on Google Video and YouTube and other video sharing websites - are also considered to be infringing copyright under British and European law if they request by way of their browser software for the infringing material to be sent/broadcast/copied to their own computer - such as if they click a 'download' button.

Network and web site operators such as Google and YouTube that carry packets of digital data (such as digital video clips) containing infringing material are liable for infringement of copyright by the fact that having copied the material en route (even though this process may be automatic and not seen or known about by the web site owner) is still in violation of The Overseas ELectronic Commerce Directive Regulations 2002.

PirateBay, Newzbin and torrents web sites have been successfully prosecuted and fined by invocation of these Regulations - and Google Inc. are now asked to respect the law and pay damages.


European Law & Definitions Regarding Copying of Copyrighted Works Transmitted on the Internet:
Under European Law, a work is infringed where, without the consent of the copyright owner, an article, such as the Google Video & YouTube SHARE THIS VIDEO Button, have been designed (or adapted) for making copies (either real or transmitted) of copyrighted works, or operated by a person/employee/agent who knows or has reason to believe that it will be used to copy copyrighted works that are not owned by the facilitator/transmitter of the work. 

The Copyrights Designs & Patents Act 1988, United Kingdom, CDPA Section 24(1) clearly states that it is not necessary that an article be intended specifically for use in making infringing copies, merely that the article (such as the YouTube Share button) is 'specifically designed or adapted' for making copies and such copies may infringe copyright of third parties. 

Thus, Her Majesty's law protects Mr Everard and all other copyright owners from the malicious provision of copying, sharing and transmission/downloading facilities.  Through the Berne Convention, this law is INTERNATIONAL.

In Mr Everard's case, Google Incorporated were sent letters and emails explaining that Mr Everard's works were being infringed by members of Google Incorporated's video sharing websites. Mr Everard has been writing and complaining for six years.

Acknowledgement by action was admitted by Google executives who sometimes removed infringing material, proving that Mr Everard's communications had been received.  

However, NEGLIGENCE on the part of Google Inc is being claimed by Mr Everard, as the exact same video clips bearing the exact same content and running time to the second, were reloaded after removal (sometimes within less than an hour), and subsequently, Google Incorporated have profited from selling advertising alongside these exact same clips without the consent of Mr Everard. 

Liability in the United Kingdom:
Both Google Inc. and YouTube operate offices within the United Kingdom.  Mr Everard's motion pictures were originated outside the USA, but maliciously copied and re-transmitted millions of times via the Google Incorporated and YouTube computer servers internationally, making the copyrighted motion pictures owned by Mr Everard viewable in the UK, France, USA and indeed worldwide.  To this day, servers owned and operated by Google Inc in San Francisco store clips of Mr Everard's films - even though he has written requesting that a BAN be placed on the broadcasting of his documentaries.  As such, Google Incorporated and their subsidiary, YouTube, are under the jurisdiction of both United Kingdom laws and EEC Regulations cited herein.

Infringement by way of Google Incorporated Caching-Hosting Mr Everard's Copyrighted Motion Pictures:
- Intermediary liability provisions formulated in the Overseas Electronic Commerce Directive (OECD) and incorporated into UK law by the Regulations apply to anyone operating as a "service provider" - such as YouTube. A service provider is defined as 'any person providing an information society service'. An information society service is given the same definition in the UK Regulations as that in Article I (2) of the Technical Standards and Regulations Directive.

Section 4 of the OECD explains that all Intermediaries - that is, websites such as search engines and video sharing websites which claim they are merely a "conduit" are disallowed from holding data - such as video clips - on their servers for any greater length of time than is necessary to transmit the data.  Mr Everard has evidence for the court which proves that Google Incorporated and it's subsidiary YouTube has stored and repeatedly transmitted video clips which infringe the copyrights of Mr Everard - the clips have remained on the Google and YouTube servers for several years.

Article 13 of the Directive is concerned with third party provided content stored in a cache on an intermediary's servers - such as infringing video clips from Mr Everard's motion pictures which Google Incorporated and YouTube claim were uploaded by anonymous members.  

Article 13 states that servers who hold third party infinging content in a cache for long periods of time, under the terms of the Directive and the national laws enacting it, are considered by law as not caching, but hosting the content.  Hosting this content without permission is a violation and liability of the server owner/operator is apparent.


EVIDENCE: The following URL proves LONG TERM violation of Mr Everard's copyrights by Google Video:

• data cached and hosted and displayed for three years without authorisation
• Hosted/cached on v24.lscache6.googlevideo.com
• No 'User Name' or 'Channel Name' associated with this clip
• This exact clip was reported to Google as a violation of Mr Everard's rights in 2009
• The notification was ignored

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-2952804905725298165#docid=-2571894052908857481

Another example is a clip first notified to google in feb 2009 which had been resident on their servers for quite some time.  The clip has a source code number on Google's servers and a name; Illuminati2-The Antichrist Conspiracy-P4.avi - a screengrab recording, witnessed, in feb 2009, showed that the clip was 26 minutes and 54 sseconds in length.  

It was discovered by typing in the source code for the Google server file of this clip on 22nd December 2011 - the title, Google server filename and clip was identitcal, with the same title, appearing in 2011 with the URL:

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-6606439149633131077


The evidence and the law is clear: Section 4 of the OECD explains that all Intermediaries - that is, websites such as search engines and video sharing websites which claim they are merely a "conduit" are disallowed from holding data - therefore, Google Inc., by way of storing Mr Everard's clips for several years have broken the law.

The above example proves that Mr Everard's films have provided extremely valuable content which Google Inc. have sold advertising alongside - thus keeping his clips on their servers for the express reason of re-commercializing his works.

B. Infringement by Way of Transmission of Mr Everard's Copyrighted Works;
Google Incorporated have been facilitating primary and secondary infringement by transmission/caching/hosting Mr Everard's copyrighted works.  

Secondary infringement has been perpetrated by Google Incorporated by way of providing a SHARE button and encouraging anonymous members to copy/embed/transmit Mr Everard's copyrighted motion pictures without his consent and in full knowledge and receipt of his notifications that his rights were being violated.  

Note: The British CDPA 1988 Law: Where a copy of a work is made available by transmission over a telecommunications system, The CDPA 1988 may allow action against each recipient who subsequently stores, and/or copies, or shares the work upon reception/transmission. The CDPA recognises the practical difficulties inherent in enforcing this right to sue each ultimate infringer and therefore renders it of little practical use to copyright owners. Therefore, Section 24(2) of the CDPA 1988 provides copyright owners with a basis for regulating such dissemination of a work at source - ie. the servers of Google Incorporated and servers owned by YouTube and it's agents are now the target of litigation by Mr Christopher Everard.

Section 24(2) of the CDPA states: "Copyright in a work is infringed by a person who, without the licence of the copyright owner, transmits the work by means of a telecommunications system (otherwise than by broadcasting or inclusion in a cable programme service), knowing or having reason to believe that infringing copies of the work will be made by means of the reception of the transmission in the UK or elsewhere. Accordingly, a supply down a teLephone line of software, data, or any other work protected by copyright, such as Mr Everard's copyrighted motion pictures may be considered an act of secondary infringement by the court if done without an appropriate licence.  Google Incorporated have never sought any such license and do not have one.

The Google Incorporated "SHARE THIS VIDEO" Button facility is wholly manufactured by Google executives and encourages the wholesale copying/caching/transmission of Mr Everard's works without his consent.  Therefore, Google Incorporated are liable for secondary infringement by way of the SHARE button and primary infringement by way of storing/hosting/caching Mr Everard's works knowingly for long periods of time - even though Google Inc. were aware that Mr Everard had written on numerous ocassions requesting that his copyrights be respected by both the Google Video team and also YouTube.


As a signatory to the Berne International Convention on Copyright, Mr Everard can exert the provisions of UK law in U.S. Courts.

Viz. Google Inc and YouTube are in contravention of the 1988 Copyright Designs and Patents Act, which clearly states that:

(1)The communication to the public of the work is an act restricted by the copyright in—

(a)a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work,

(b)a sound recording or film, or

(c)a broadcast.

(2)References in this Part to communication to the public are to communication to the public by electronic transmission, and in relation to a work include—

(a)the broadcasting of the work;

(b)the making available to the public of the work by electronic transmission in such a way that members of the public may access it from a place and at a time individually chosen by them.



The rights of the infringed works are owned by Mr Christopher Everard, who is recognised according to the provisions of the Act, re;

Section 2(2): In relation to certain descriptions of copyright work the following rights conferred by Chapter IV (moral rights) subsist in favour of the author, director or commissioner of the work, Mr Christopher Everard - whether or not he is the owner of the copyright—

(a)section 77 (right to be identified as author or director),

(b)section 80 (right to object to derogatory treatment of work), and

(c)section 85 (right to privacy of certain photographs and films).


SEARCH WARRANTS:
Under EU law and the law of Her Majesty, which can be enforced in the USA, Mr Everard is at liberty to seek a search warrant for the premises of YouTube and Google Inc. in order to seize hard drives, memory devices, mobile memory devices, cables, and or servers, switchers and routers which are used to infringe his rights;



In section(4) of 297B a provision is stated; In executing a warrant issued under subsection (1) a constable may seize an article if he reasonably believes that it is evidence that any offence under section 297A(1) has been or is about to be committed.

(5)In this section “premises” includes land, buildings, fixed or moveable structures, vehicles, vessels, aircraft and hovercraft.”.

YouTube and Google Video are liable under Section 23, as it is apparent that servers owned and operated by Google Inc have cached, stored and hosted, ready for public exhibition, Mr Everard's copyrighted works for many years - even though YouTube and Google Inc have been notified on numerous times that the said titles of Mr Everard's works, being made available for public exhibit, as they are, constitutes a grave breach of the 1988 Copyright, Designs and Patents Act;  

Therefore, it is claimed by Mr Everard that Google Video and YouTube are liable due to assisting verbose and numerous examples of secondary infringement, offering the unauthorised display of Mr Everard's works when in full knowledge and in receipt of Mr Everard's complaints, and providing a 'SHARE' button in which to encourage YouTube and Google Video website members to syndicate and distribute and display on secondary websites Mr Everard's copyright works.

Section 23 of the CDPA 1988 is concerned with; Secondary infringement: possessing or dealing with an infringing copy or multiple copies.

The copyright in a work is infringed by a person who, without the licence of the copyright owner—

(a) possesses in the course of a business,

(b) sells or lets for hire, or offers or exposes for sale or hire,

(c) in the course of a business exhibits in public or distributes, or

(d) distributes otherwise than in the course of a business to such an extent as to affect prejudicially the owner of the copyright,

an article which is, and which he knows or has reason to believe is, an infringing copy of the work.

Mr Everard will prove to the court that Google have indeed possessed and distributed, without a license, his documentaries for the singular intention of making gains from selling advertising alongside and over the top of the clips.







Mr Everard's copyrighted Works, which are, two, three and four hour motion picture documentaries, have been mutilated, partly deleted and altered, with parts missing, having been sliced into small video clips and transformed into advertising vehicles, with modification of the content by way of re-digitizing the content resulting in reduced sound and image performance, bringing Mr Everard's reputation into question; the result is that subtitles, captions and other literary elements in Mr Everard's films cannot be read and the films cannot be enjoyed as they were originally designed to be so; this is a derogatory exhibition of Mr Everard's copyrighted works; Under section 80, Mr Everard has a right to assert his Moral Rights within the following provisions;

80 Right to object to derogatory treatment of work.

(1) The author of a copyright literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work, and the director of a copyright film, has the right in the circumstances mentioned in this section not to have his work subjected to derogatory treatment.

Note the term 'addition' - this most certainly concerns the YouTube and Google Video watermark logos added to clips of Mr Everard's films.  It is also in reference to those annoying advertisements which Google plaster over the bottom half of the picture.  In the case of Mr Everard's films, these annoying commercials block out the captions and subtitles on his documentaries, destroying, in effect, the viewer's enjoyment of Mr Everard's films.

(2) For the purposes of this section—

(a) “treatment” of a work means any addition to, deletion from or alteration to or adaptation of the work

(6) In the case of a film, the right is infringed by a person who—

(a)shows in public [or communicates to the public] a derogatory treatment of the film; or

'communicate' to the public can be, for example, Google search results, Google Alerts and the thumbnail images of Mr Everard's films which Google illegally distribute to partner-web sites and other search engines.

(b)issues to the public copies of a derogatory treatment of the film,





No Exemption: 
Google incorporated and their subsidiary YouTube are NOT exempt from The Electronic Commerce (EC Directive) Regulations of 2002, as Mr Everard's copyrighted works have been MODIFIED by way of the addition of a Watermark which advertises Google and YouTube which has been superimposed over Mr Everard's motion pictures, thus transforming the infringing material into an advertising vehicle which Google Incorporated have profited from.

PROOF of MODIFICATION of Mr Everard's Copyrighted Works:
Further unauthorised modification of Mr Everard's clips has been perpetrated by Google Inc and YouTube by way of INSERTING TV Commercials into his copyrighted works and profiting thereof, whilst in receipt of letters from Mr Everard complaining that his rights were being violated.  These TV Commercials are not merely superimposed in a pop-up window - but have been actively edited into the running time of the clip - thus modifying and mutilating Mr Everard's films beyond their original state.

URLs which show this violation of Mr Everard's rights have been screen grabbed, video taped and recorded for presentation in court;

Mr Everard complained in writing to YouTube highlighting the unfair use of his Content:  His email was sent via his USA Production Office, with the assistance of Deborah Cook who heads Mr Everard's Enigma Motion Pictures in the USA:

From: <enigmamotionpicturesusa@cox.net> 
Subject: Formal Notification of Violation of The Electronic Commerce 
	Directive Regulations & Laws 2002 - the Violation has been perpetrated 
	by 
	Google Incorporated and its subsidiary YouTube and the violation has 
	crossed international borders 
Date: Thu, 4 Aug 2011 13:30:18 -0700 
 
 To: Google Incorporated / YouTube 
> 
> Re: Formal Notification of Violation of The Electronic Commerce Directive 
Regulations & Laws 2002 - the Violation has been perpetrated by Google 
Incorporated and its subsidiary YouTube and the violation has crossed 
international borders 
> 
> From: Deborah Cook, Enigma Motion Pictures/The Enigma Channel 
> 
> Sirs, 
> 
> This is a formal notification of copyright violation, and also notification 
that YouTube copyright department have failed to adhere to DMCA, CDPA UK & EC Directive law in failing to expeditiously remove infringing content as cited in 
our previous communications dated 1st and 2nd of August 2011. 
> 
> YouTube have allowed 'partner channels' to claim multiple copyright over our 
works.  The following URLs supplied in this communication display Television 
Commercials for various corporations, including gas stations and also the 
HISTORY CHANNEL as part of viewing video clips stolen from motion picture 
documentaries produced and owned by The Enigma Channel and Enigma Motion 
Pictures.  These unauthorized broadcasts of video clips have been stored, 
displayed, cached and hosted by Google Incorporated & YouTube, broadcast across international borders and attracted a large audience to the YouTube 
network.  The HISTORY CHANNEL TV commercials, which are displayed directly as part of the unauthorized clips have directly impacted the audience for THE 
ENIGMA CHANNEL which is a division of Enigma Motion Pictures. 
> 
> Under British & International law, it is illegal to sell advertising 
alongside, or amalgamated with editorial content that is not owned or authorized by the copyright holder. 
> 
> In this notification, we cite that it is the YouTube account holder known as 
MOKSHA75 who has claimed copyright on the motion pictures produced by Enigma Motion Pictures and The Enigma Channel. 
> 
> MOKSHA75 is one of SEVERAL HUNDRED YouTube account holders which Google Incorporated have allowed to claim false/bogus copyright on the documentaries produced by Enigma Motion Pictures & The Enigma Channel. 
> 
> Under British & European Law (which can be invoked under the terms of Hague & Lugano Convention within U.S. courts), Google Incorporated, YouTube and the YouTube account holder MOKSHA75 are liable for damages. 
> 
> The Electronic Commerce Directive considers Google Video, Google Incorporated and YouTube to be intermediary 'network operators' providing a service in which packets of data containing infringing material and material falsely attributed (in this case by MOKSHA75 and many others) must be expeditiously removed (meaning, under UK terms,  within one 24 hour period from date of notification).  YouTube have since failed to expeditiously remove the clips reported in our previous communications.  This has been confirmed this day, 4th August 2011, and an administration fee for policing the previously reported clips is now in order. 
> 
> The following list of clips all contain professionally produced TV commercials 
which have earned YouTube & Google Incorporated income.  The TV Commercials have been amalgamated onscreen as part of clips of motion picture documentaries previously cited by Enigma Motion Pictures which YouTube failed to expeditiously remove.  The amalgamation of said TV commercials, as part of our copyrighted works, is considered a MODIFICATION of the clips. 
> 
> The Electronic Commerce Directive considers Google Video, Google Incorporated and YouTube to be intermediary 'network operators' who are liable for copyright infringement by the fact that the unauthorized clips have been trafficked across and through the Google Incorporated network of servers and broadcast by YouTube without any written consent from Enigma Motion Pictures.  Even though the copying and caching of this data might be automated, and YouTube/Google Inc. may claim to have never seen the material in question, the clips were previously reported and YouTube/Google Inc. have failed to expeditiously remove them.  

The Electronic (EC Directive) law provides some exemptions of liability for network operators such as YouTube, who may argue that they were acting as a mere 'conduit' for the data.  However, in this case, it is obvious that YouTube 
executives have been responsible for MODIFICATION of the original video clips by way of adding TV Commercials and a watermark of the YouTube logo - effectively transforming each and every clip into an advertising vehicle at the expense of Enigma Motion Pictures. 
> 
> YouTube/Google Inc. are not exempt from liability, as YouTube/Google Inc. 
effectively ignored our previous communication and have failed to terminate the INITIAL SOURCE of the infringing clips.  The INITIAL SOURCES of the clips are the YouTube account holders cited in our previous communication - none of which have been expeditiously removed/erased from the YouTube network. 
> 
> Enigma Motion Pictures have provided SPECIFIC and DETAILED information 
concerning the activities of YouTube account holders who have provenly violated the international copyrighted works of Enigma Motion Pictures and The Enigma Channel. 
> 
> Under U.S. Law, there is STRICT LIABILITY under the Copyright Act 1976 (17 USC s 501).  The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA 1998) strips all immunity from ISP and network operators such as YouTube in cases where ACTUAL AND CONSTRUCTIVE KNOWLEDGE of infringement has been previously provided. 
> 
> From the date of this Notification of violation, Enigma Motion Pictures, 
hereby grant one hour to rectify the situation and have ALL THE INFRINGING 
MATERIAL and ALL THE YOUTUBE ACCOUNT HOLDERS permanently erased and removed from the YouTube/Google Inc. international network of servers. 
> 
> Please refer to our previous communications for the comprehensive list of 
offending clips and remove the following cited clips which carry advertising for 
third parties: 
> 

The written complaint included the following URLs which all violate Mr Everard's rights;

> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/0/nf03jGsSQRY 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/1/-qxmVOlLq74 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/2/3-keqmhUCmE 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/3/x8ZLFerN18A 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/4/ygXtOTqAk4U 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/5/QDHZeyRnoZI 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/6/_zC7ze0oKLk 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/7/aeUUgmENvME 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/8/s5R_VrS6d68 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/9/Mst1pp4w-I0 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/10/fcXDP8_KEJk 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/11/Th1QrOpRh3g 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/12/3x5SN8pGkHA 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/13/E07VazkOY8g 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/14/smoirzbHb-k 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/15/giRa-HyoBgw 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/16/OrRrf1taM6g 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/17/NHAsHLf2_yk 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/18/AkU9QVPlcME 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/19/BATZyUOoqiw 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/20/q3RXpQiLad4 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/21/SXgm_yUEick 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/23/EBxlqXPCEZ0 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/24/lB8hgd43hlY 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/25/AZm9xcx5jdk 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/26/ctVUSkI-TfQ 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/moksha75ar#p/search/27/SLlqvL4hO04 
> 

YouTube replied via email that they removed the above videos and the offending account owned by 'moksha75ar'. HOWEVER, within days, recorded on 24th August 2011, the infringing clips were reinstated, with a different channel name but can still be found by searching for 'Moksha75ar' in the YouTube search facility - thus showing that Google Incorporated have facilitated further infringement in order to profit from Mr Everard's hugely popular films.  'moksha75ar' is NOW using the name of 'gynus100'.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZFdR05WklM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwubwxqX_KU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NoZAniq3DTA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2_cB5p71tQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7vDCyj913g

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCUxG0TtYYs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fD0WMLDfuPA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7vDCyj913g&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCUxG0TtYYs&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCUxG0TtYYs&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZFdR05WklM&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwubwxqX_KU&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wt6jtr35-mw&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NoZAniq3DTA&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fD0WMLDfuPA&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2azTDEpgQk&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/user/gynus100#p/u/3/_2azTDEpgQk

http://www.youtube.com/user/gynus100#p/u/54/_2azTDEpgQk

http://www.youtube.com/user/gynus100#p/u/55/fD0WMLDfuPA

http://www.youtube.com/user/gynus100#p/u/50/NoZAniq3DTA

http://www.youtube.com/user/gynus100#p/u/51/Wt6jtr35-mw

http://www.youtube.com/user/gynus100#p/u/52/BwubwxqX_KU

http://www.youtube.com/user/gynus100#p/u/53/SZFdR05WklM

http://www.youtube.com/user/gynus100#p/u/54/t2_cB5p71tQ

http://www.youtube.com/user/gynus100#p/u/55/TCUxG0TtYYs

http://www.youtube.com/user/gynus100#p/u/56/M7vDCyj913g

The following URLs are from the 'gynus100' account on YouTube. They were uploaded on August 24th, 2011 and in a captioned box below each clip it says "Thanks to Moksha75ar" 

Mr Everard and his staff in the United States were told by YouTube in writing that the 'Moksha75ar' account and the following offending URLs were removed on Aug 10, 2011: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWrLCdv_E4A&feature=plcp&context=C3e30258UDOEgsToPDskJmMLUt2AYNhO14zYO0MZsh

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3_-CDjbbfY&feature=plcp&context=C3c7c0c9UDOEgsToPDskKPNEhEISUEp_piyP46lWA1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1Op1QMqrNk&feature=plcp&context=C356cb71UDOEgsToPDskKE43Ih2iEFjZQajxiMzIMw

The following clips on the 'gynus100' account on YouTube were uploaded (according to YouTube) on "May 2, 2010" - all of them contain "(moksha75ar)" in their title:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZFdR05WklM&feature=plcp&context=C37387f1UDOEgsToPDskKduWGE4goiSar7nhHlHGD1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wt6jtr35-mw&feature=plcp&context=C3932599UDOEgsToPDskLeyZvgmZ9yhkBimxnFHC1B

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2azTDEpgQk&feature=plcp&context=C3985185UDOEgsToPDskLoYJDysGlbboEHseNFALHg

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fD0WMLDfuPA&feature=plcp&context=C3443c00UDOEgsToPDskJQ087mbBIW4OP8dve_ShxO

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwubwxqX_KU&feature=plcp&context=C30f4ebdUDOEgsToPDskJxx91p17-019TKKYYkH-nf

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCUxG0TtYYs&feature=plcp&context=C33c4f96UDOEgsToPDskJvRzvOb5KNgCHRj2qOml_I

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2_cB5p71tQ&feature=plcp&context=C3b5924bUDOEgsToPDskJo0_NsEkhEjRb3Adt9SxTe

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NoZAniq3DTA&feature=plcp&context=C35caa3dUDOEgsToPDskLNxM_82Y72aS3-oNYPljx9

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7vDCyj913g&feature=plcp&context=C33de3dfUDOEgsToPDskJsaiSpyu148fgn3lg6_8Ds

To date, December 2011, the above URLs represent a continuation of violations - orchestrated by Google Inc. - whereby the URLs are modified, the clips remain on theGoogle servers, and the account name 'Moksha75ar' is still searchable in the current YouTube database and, of course, Google Ic are still profiting from advertisements placed on top of, alongside or amalgamated into Mr Everard's films.

The following list of URLs show MODIFICATION and unauthorised re-commercialisation of Mr Everard's Films, by way of Google Incorported splicing TV Commercials directly into Mr Everard's documentaries, or 'pre-loading' a TV Commercial at the start of Mr Everard's films:  The video advertisements are NOT endorsed by Mr Everard, and neither did Mr Everard receive a penny for his content to be used as an advertising vehicle;

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/15/fsFyy573ba4

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/16/bEbP05FZEbk

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/17/LnljO5CiZVs

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/18/610mnWUpRXI

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/19/LlhC4gXezNY

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/20/l8ioo4tmV3o

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/21/VEpsLbvCeDc

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/22/VE0irttz6cw

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/23/9O-8pU1t5Ho

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/24/kbii7iSwfaY

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/25/s3sis881bdo

http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/26/DUCIkDyE38g

The exact same clip of Mr Everard's film is still, at the date of this writing, 22nd December 2011, being used as an advertising vehicle, with various commercials for the latest Steven Spielberg movie, Brooks Brothers, Luxury Cruises and others advertising over a clip which has already been the subject of a complaint:

The clip has been recorded and video taped:
http://www.youtube.com/user/ConnessioneCosciente#p/c/CBC45368F75F635F/15/fsFyy573ba4

An anonymous reply from YouTube received Wednesday August 10th 2011 stated:

From:	Copyright Service <copyright@youtube.com>    

Date:	Wednesday, August 10, 2011 6:45 PM

To:	enigmamotionpicturesusa@cox.net  

Subject:	Re: [#845823867] Formal Notification of Violation of The Electronic Commerce	Directive Regulations & Laws 2002 - the Violation has been perpetrated	by	Google Incorporated and its subsidiary YouTube and the violation has	crossed international borders

Size:	 23 KB
Hi there, 
 
Thank you very much for your notification. The content below has been removed: 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDHZeyRnoZI 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smoirzbHb-k 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fcXDP8_KEJk 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-keqmhUCmE 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zC7ze0oKLk 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EBxlqXPCEZ0 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AZm9xcx5jdk 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHAsHLf2_yk 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=giRa-HyoBgw 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeUUgmENvME 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BATZyUOoqiw 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Th1QrOpRh3g 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3RXpQiLad4 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mst1pp4w-I0 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5R_VrS6d68 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nf03jGsSQRY 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-qxmVOlLq74 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8ZLFerN18A 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ygXtOTqAk4U 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E07VazkOY8g 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3x5SN8pGkHA 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrRrf1taM6g 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkU9QVPlcME 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXgm_yUEick 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctVUSkI-TfQ 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLlqvL4hO04 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lB8hgd43hlY 
 
Regards, 
 
The YouTube Team 
 

EVIDENCE That Google Inc and YouTube Flout International Copyright Law:
In December 2011, it was confirmed at the offices of Mr Everard in the United States and at his office in France, that the above statement was a LIE.  The URLs have merely been replaced by a message which says: "This video is no longer available due to a copyright claim by Enigma Motion Pictures USA. Sorry about that."

When the TITLE of the 'removed' clip is pasted directly back into the YouTube search engine, the EXACT SAME clip is actually still available, in it's original mutilated form, with the EXACT Running Time/Duration.  It is very obvious that Google Inc stored all of Mr Everard's content and merely play 'musical chairs' with the URLs in order to dupe the Law and then to continue making huge profits from advertising Fortune 500 corporations over Mr Everard's content.



C. Infringement by way of Google Incorporated Extracting Still Images from Mr Everard's Motion Pictures & Distributing These Images in Emails Worldwide via 'Google Alerts'.   
Mr Everard has compiled a dossier of emails sent from the Google server in which still images have been taken from Mr Everard's popular motion pictures and used to promote Google Video, YouTube and affiliated video sharing web sites which are taking a share of profits from adverts which are being displayed alongside unauthorised broadcasts Mr Everard's motion pictures.  


Mr Everard was alerted to this fact by viewers of his television network which began receiving emails directly from the Google server bragging that the full length version of Mr Everard's films could be watched on Google Video.  

This was discovered by several viewers and fans of Mr Everard who had requested Google Email Alerts for a film made by Disney which has a similar name to one of Mr Everard's motion pictures.  Mr Everard's copyrighted films have thus been prostituted via email to countless numbers (possibly millions) of people worldwide - and each email has contained a still image - sometimes featuring Mr Everard himself - all without previous consent or permission.  The Google emails alert counterfeitters as to when new illegally purloined versions of Mr Everard's films are available for viewing on Google Video and/or YouTube and/or Google affiliates - Mr Everard's dossier shows that it is not uncommon for Google to send six such emails in one 24 hour period promoting the fact that anyone in the world can watch Mr Everard's copyrighted works on Google owned web sites free of charge and instantaneously.  Mr Everard's dossier contains hundreds of these emails which all violate the CDPA 1988 and general copyrights held by Mr Everard.

The only reason Google Alerts exists is so that third party syndicators, such as Daily Motion, who are part of the Google AdWords advertising program, can have traffic sent to them by way of Google Alerts emails.  Google Inc therefore profit from advertising revenue when generating traffic using unauthorised still images from Mr Everard's films.9

Daily Motion have many hundreds of Mr Everard's clips available - and these are 'embedded' via Google Video.  No 'tag name' or 'account' or 'channel' name is associated with these clips - so Mr Everard assumes that this infringing content has been uploaded by Google Inc employees or agents.

D: FALSE ATTRIBUTION:
Damages are being claimed under section 86 of the CDPA 1988 with regards to the multiple false attributions of copyrighted works owned by Mr Christopher Everard.  As an example, Mr Everard's motion pictures have been mutilated and re-versioned (see above) and then falsely attributed to "Infinite Spirit Productions", "Sexy Girls Tube" and "Realworld", even though Google Incorporated and it's subsidiary YouTube had written confirmation and notification in many Digital Millennium Copyright complaints (from 2006 onwards) that Mr Everard was the rightful copyright owner, producer and publisher of the works listed in the attached list of copyrighted works.  

Google Inc. is negligent in allowing multiple anonymous members of it's websites to claim on many occasions copyright of Mr Everard's motion pictures.  

After all, would a judge not feel it was strange to receive messages from 10,000+ people who are all claiming to own the copyright of the SAME documentary film?  

Indeed, Mr Everard shall argue that the process of uploading copyrighted material encourages false claims of copyright ownership, and also that Google Incorporated, who, under their own admission automatically and manually view everything uploaded onto their Google Video website, were negligent and failed to recognise that Mr Everard's same films were being claimed as copyrighted works owned by multiple members of the Google Video websites at the same time.

More the truth, Mr Everard holds that Google Inc have maliciously side stepped international copyright law in order to fill their websites with thousands of hours of copyrighted material which will attract large audiences.  Google have then profited billions of dollars selling advertising based on their large audiences - who visit Google Video and YouTube because they know for sure that they can watch copyrighted material for free.  Google have demonstrated that they have failed time and time again to remove the content.


E: PASSING OFF
Google Inc are liable because they committed 'Passing Off' - allowing TV Networks and film production companies, which are competitors to Mr Everard's own TV network, to advertise on top, alongside and within clips of his films.  The CDPA 1988 states: "if the Copyright Violator/Intermediary modified the content by adding promotional logos and watermarks, thus seeking to Pass Off on the popularity of the unlawfully broadcast content, they are liable...".  Google Inc have been  effectively hijacking Mr Everard's content and using it as an advertising vehicle for the the copyright violator/intermediary's own benefit without consent or permission of Mr Everard.



F: Google Incorporated Restricted Mr Everard From Using His Own Trademarked Film Titles in his AdWords Advertising Campaign during 2005 - Whilst Simultaneously Allowing Rivals & Counterfeiters to Upload and Traffick Pirate Versions of Mr Everard's Films on the Google Video Website:
Under section 10(3) of the Trade Marks Act 1994, damages are being claimed due to the dilution of the distinctiveness of the trade marks and registered titles of Mr Everard's motion pictures by the threatened and actual auctioning of Mr Everard's trade marks by Google Incorporated's AdWords executives, in which Mr Everard's trade marks and brands were restricted from use by executives controlling software owned by Google Incorporated which effectively restricted Mr Everard from having exclusive right to use the registered trade marked titles of his motion pictures in his AdWords advertising campaigns - effectively trouncing Mr Everard's promotional plans and evidently leading to confusion, counterfeiting, false attribution, identity and brand theft by third parties and potential trade mark violation by other AdWords clients.  Subsequently, the Disney corporation chose the exact same film title for one of their 2009 film releases which Christopher Everard owns as a registered trademark.  See correspondence on this matter in the pdf dossier of evidence. 

Google have lost a claim regarding Louis Vitton on this exact point of law.   

G: Google Inc. place spyware on the computers operated by Mr Everard's staff, and remotely manipulate search results in an effort to 'CLOAK' the fact that the infringing video clips complained about using DMCA protocol have been erased - the turth is the OPPOSITE - YouTube/Google Inc are merely manipulating our staff's computers via SPYWARE COOKIES to give us the impression that the infringing content has been removed.  IT HAS NOT.  

A Video tape made in the offices of Mr Everard in the USA on December 23rd 2011 perfectly demonstrates that the infringing material is STILL AVAILABLE.

Also, SPYWARE placed on Mr Everard's staff's computers were remotely manipulated by Google Inc - so that when a URL of an infringing clip, previously notified using the DMCA protocol was clicked, the web browser opened the PRIVATE EMAIL LOG-IN SCREEN at Cox.net - which is the email client provider which Mr Everard's staff in the USA used to lodge their DMCA complaints.

A video recording of this has been prepared for the court.

Some example URLs which display this phenomenon are:

*  http://www.youtube.com/user/onlineexidu#p/u/0/0NlMUSVZKcg 
> 
* > http://www.youtube.com/user/onlineexidu#p/u/1/oBZMk_ertYc 




and
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/onlineexidu#p/u/2/Nfp3aMwfueM 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/onlineexidu#p/u/3/cEeZg3jyIK4 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/onlineexidu#p/u/4/q1h5ORZ9RfY 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/onlineexidu#p/u/5/yY24-322QNg 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/onlineexidu#p/u/6/GmdqFdwhEAQ 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/onlineexidu#p/u/7/FnsDbHFinEc 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/user/onlineexidu#p/u/8/Fsahk64Z4Ss 

* used for video demonstration on December 23rd 2011
_____________________________________


These samples show links that go directly to our email password sign-in page!  Yes, Judge, a YouTube URL actually triggers our personal EMAIL account to open!  This can only be explained by SPYWARE being placed on our office computers by Google Inc. - or that Google Inc. have set up an AUTO DETECT on the YouTube servers which CLOAKS the true content of YouTube whenever it is viewed from a computer used in our office.

http://www.youtube.com/user/MyEpiphany101#p/c/82B09B673F369A7A/2/6ebE8sEukpE 
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/MyEpiphany101#p/c/82B09B673F369A7A/3/wlyVWt7XgjM 
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/MyEpiphany101#p/c/82B09B673F369A7A/4/boruNcubqH0 

 http://www.youtube.com/user/searchforthetruth2#p/a/u/0/dheBzvNSD-k 
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/searchforthetruth2#p/a/u/1/oqWE7hSPRBI 
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/searchforthetruth2#p/a/u/2/AsPFdHWzHfU 

http://www.youtube.com/user/TheEbon777#p/search/26/GY4I73iM3JU 
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/TheEbon777#p/search/28/iIrUe31h-Es 
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/TheEbon777#p/search/3/b5rn86Wq3IU

The video file is: " dec 23 2011 proof youtube use spyware.mov "








NOTE: U.S. Law, The Digital Millennium Copyright Act and Mr Everard:
Mr Everard has assembled a detailed dossier of past correspondence and has on file his many DMCA Complaint notifications which were faxed to and partially acted upon by YouTube and Goole Video Team employees.  

However, the DMCA complaints resulted in Google Inc. publishing a notice identifying Mr Everard as the person who has requested the removal of video clips, leading, as is demonstrable in the dossier of evidence to Mr Everard being targeted with death threats by YouTube and Google Video web site members.  This 'Safe Harbor' provision in the DMCA does not shield Google Incorporated or indeed any other video sharing web site from litigation or claims for loss of earnings due to copyright infringement.  Google Inc. have been sufficiently notified in numerous written communications that Mr Everard requested a total restriction on the trafficking of his copyrighted motion pictures on the Google Video and YouTube websites (see PDF dossier of correspondence).  Mr Everard's requests to restrict the trafficking of his copyrighted motion pictures were ignored, the exact same clips removed according to his DMCA complaints were swiftly reinstated - not one occasion - but on others - and, as such, Mr Everard is invoking European and British laws and regulations in order to settle his claim amicably.  In this case, the DMCA complaints process has been completely ineffectual due to the NEGLIGENCE of Google Incorporated.
 
_____________________________________________


Mr Everard is Seeking Damages For;

DEFAMATORY / SLANDEROUS STATEMENTS and INVASION of PRIVACY:
Mr Everard complained to YouTube in 2011 that his home address and phone number was being displayed alongside video clips claiming that he was a person of unclean character.  This statement has been published by a YouTube website member in contravention of YouTube's Terms of Use.  YouTube refused to delete Mr Everard's personal address and phone number - resulting in an invasion and violation of Mr Everard's privacy.


SHARE OF ADVERTISING REVENUE:
Mr Everard formally requests that a share of advertising revenue shall now be paid in goodwill by Google Incoporated due to Advertising Revenues being earned by Google and it's affiliated video sharing websites which have displayed advertisements from Sony, NEC, Tic Tac Mints, Quick Hamburgers and other corporations alongside video clips of Mr Everard's films which have been stored, copied, modified and broadcast without permission.  Further modification of Mr Everard's films took place, in which Google Inc executive spliced and INSERTED TV commercials into his Content. 


PAYMENT FOR UNAUTHORISED USE OF STILL IMAGES:
Mr Everard demands £800 payment for the use of each still image stolen from his motion pictures by Google executives operating the Google Video Alerts email server.

COMPENSATION FOR DEROGATORY TREATMENT OF MATERIAL:
Mr Everard is demanding damages for the Detrimental Representation and modification (by way of added watermarks & commercials by YouTube and Google Inc.) of his Motion Pictures.

COMPENSATION FOR FALSE ATTRIBUTION:
Mr Everard is demanding compensation for the multiple instances of False Attribution and therefore apparent confusion in the public's mind as to the correct identity of the originator of Mr Everard's copyrighted works.  

COMPENSATION FOR SECONDARY INFRINGEMENT:
This compensation is due because Google Inc. executives and their agents have accepted - without reasonable effort to ascertain otherwise - multiple claims of copyright ownership of Mr Everard's films by YouTube and Google Video members.  Google Inc. admit that all material uploaded to YouTube and Google Video is viewed both "manually and automatically", and therefore, it is patently obvious that bogus claims for copyright have been allowed onto the Google Video website, as hundreds of different spoof organisations have claimed copyright on the same film and then sought to profit by way of trafficking visitors from Google Video and YouTube onto their own websites - which more often than not results in the attempted sale of a counterfeited version of one of Mr Everard's films on DVD.  The various spoof identities attached to Mr Everard's films on YouTube are variously found on counterfeit versions of Mr Everard's films on auction websites such as EBAY.

ADMINISTRATION COSTS:
Mr Everard is demanding his substantial administration costs in the preparation of his dossier of evidence - a process which has cost a great deal of lost time and effort to Mr Everard.

LEGAL FEES & EXPENSES:
Mr Everard demands his legal fees are paid by Google Incorporated - his expenses involve consultation with solicitors and barristers, and the subsequent lost time, communication, courier and other related expenses in travelling to meetings and conferences in order to prepare this Lawsuit.

STOLEN WEB TRAFFIC:
Damages for maliciously stealing web traffic from Mr Everard's official portals.


LOST OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTION CONTRACTS:
The YouTube account known as 'Moksha75ar' is one of a web of inter-related YouTube accounts which steal Mr Everard's films, translate his films into Spanish, Italian and other languages - and then re-upload these foreign language versions on YouTube and Google Video websites around the world.  Consequently, Mr Everard's overseas market has been diluted by the brazen unauthorised commercialisation of his motion pictures - and this has led to the loss of lucrative overseas distribution contracts.

Google Video have been displaying and syndicating professionally sub-titled versions of Mr Everard's films in Romanian, Greek and Russian.  There is no name of any account holder displayed on the Google Video website - so the law assumes the violations have been perpetrated by the intermediary unless the names and addresses and verifiable proof that it was NOT Google can be swiftly presented to the court.
